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Dominant Hand Drill 
This drill simulates the shooters loss of function in the non-dominant arm/hand.  

The drill is first practiced two times using an unloaded handgun and an empty spare mag.  

During live fire only one shooter fires at a time. 

 

Preparation 

 Four rounds of ammo are required. 
 Shooter has two rounds in firearm: one round chambered and one in the magazine. 
 Shooter has back up one backup mag with two rounds. 
 B27 target at 5 yds. 

 

Drill 

1. The shooter places their non-dominant hand in a pocket or into their belt.  

2. At the “THREAT” command the shooter draws their weapon using the dominant hand, 
aims and fires twice. After firing shooter looks right/left. 

3. After the slide locks to the rear the shooter performs a tactical reload, ejecting the first 
mag, and placing the handgun between their knees with the grip facing forward. 
Shooter withdraws their second mag and inserts it into their firearm.  

4. Shooter re-engages firearm with a strong grip with the dominant hand and returns to 
high ready position, releases the slide, aims, and fires until back-up mag is empty, and 
slide is locked back. After firing shooter looks right/left. 

5. Re-holster firearm with slide locked back; return firearm to bench. 
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Non-Dominant Hand Drill 
This drill simulates the shooters loss of function in the dominant arm/hand.  

The drill is first practiced two times using an unloaded handgun and an empty spare mag.  

During live fire only one shooter fires at a time. 

 

Preparation 

 Four rounds of ammo are required. 
 Shooter has two rounds in firearm: one round chambered and one in the magazine. 
 Shooter has back up mag with two rounds.   
 B27 target at 5 yds. 

 

Drill 

1. The shooter lets their dominant hand dangle limp at their side.  

2. At the “THREAT” command the shooter uses their non-dominant hand to move their 
dominant hand out of the way (if necessary).  

3. The shooter draws their weapon using the non-dominant hand, placing the weapon 
between their knees with the grip facing forward.  

6. The shooter then gains a secure grip with their non-dominant hand, aims, and fires two 
rounds into the target. After firing shooter looks right/left. 

4. When the slide locks to the rear the shooter ejects the first mag, places the handgun 
between their knees (grip facing forward), draws the second mag, and inserts it into 
their firearm.  

5. While keeping their weapon pointed in a safe direction, shooter releases slide and re-
establishes a firm grip on their weapon with the non-dominant hand. 

7. Shooter returns to high ready position, aims, and fires until back up mag is empty, and 
slide is locked back. After firing shooter looks right/left. 

6. Re-holster firearm with slide locked back; return it to the bench. 
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Quick Thinking Drill 
This drill requires shooters to make a quick aim adjustment based on verbal commands from 
the instructor. 

 

Preparation 

 On a B27 target draw a 4” circle just above the left shoulder of the silhouette.  
 Set target to 10 yds – one target per shooter. 
 Shooter to have one loaded magazine in weapon and one loaded back-up mag. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drill 

1. Shooters to stand-by at the firing line, handgun holstered, back-up mag in 
carrier/pocket. 

2. At the command “THREAT” shooters to draw and place 2 rounds to target center of 
mass and remain at the high ready position. 

3. Instructor to issue additional random commands as follows: 

a. On a verbal command of “UP” shooter to place 2 shots to target center of mass. 

b. On a verbal command of any random number (1, 2, etc.), shooter to place 1 shot 
to 4” circle.  

4. After each shot/shots shooter to look right/left while remaining at the high ready 
position. 

5. Instructor continues to randomly issue commands. 

6. When each shooter’s first mag is emptied, they perform a tactical reload.  

7. Continue commands until 2nd mag is emptied. 

8. Shooters to re-holster with slide locked back when 2nd magazine is empty and return 
firearm to bench.  
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X - Drill 
This drill focuses on sound body mechanics and hand-eye coordination. 

Only one shooter firing at a time. 

 

Preparation 

 Two “blank” targets and two “shot up” hangers are required.  
 Draw two circles on each target: a 7” circle 6” below the bottom edge of the target hanger 

and a second 7” circle 6” up from the bottom edge of the target. Number the 7” circles 
from 1 through 4 as shown below. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 Place the targets out to the backstop with two empty lanes between them. 
 Establish a firing line 7 yards from the targets. 
 Shooter to have 8 rounds in firearm and spare mag with 8 rounds (16 total rounds).   

 

Drill 

1. On the “THREAT” command shooter to draw from holster and put two rounds (double 
tap) into each circle in the order 1 – 2 – 3 - 4. After firing shooter looks right/left. 

2. After this is completed, the shooter performs a tactical reload and then puts two rounds 
into each circle in the order 4 – 3 – 2 – 1. After firing shooter looks right/left. 

3. Shooter clears weapon, removes magazine, locks slide open, and re-holsters. Return 
firearm to table. 

 

 

 
 
  

1 

3 

2 

4 

6” top of target to bottom of hanger. 

 

6” bottom of target to bottom of circle. 
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Bill Drill 
This drill focuses on shot cadence and sight picture. 

Only one shooter firing at a time. 

 

Preparation 

 One B27 target at 7 yards.  
 Fifteen rounds of ammo. No reloads during shooting strings. 

 

Drill 

 The shooting cadence should be one (1) round per second. 

 During this drill the instructor will issue the “THREAT” command five times (once for each 
string as described below. At “THREAT” the shooter draws from holster, shoots the string, 
and re-holsters. 

 Prior to each round shooter to remove magazine and ensure sufficient rounds are in mag to 
perform the next round (no reloads during the string of fire). 

1. At “THREAT” command shooter draws and fires 1 round – remain at high ready and look 
left then right, drop to low ready, reholster.   

2. At “THREAT” draw and fire 2 rounds – remain at high ready and look left then right, drop 
to low ready, reholster.    

3. At “THREAT” draw and fire 3 rounds – remain at high ready and look left then right, drop 
to low ready, reholster.    

4. At “THREAT” draw and fire 4 rounds – remain at high ready and look left then right, drop 
to low ready, reholster.   

5. At “THREAT” draw and fire 5 rounds – remain at high ready and look left then right, drop 
to low ready, reholster.   

 Each string to be completed in 10 seconds or less (shot timer or stopwatch starts when 
“THREAT” is called out). 

 After firing, shooter clears weapon, removes magazine, locks slide open, and re-holsters. 
Return firearm to table. 
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Line Drill 
This drill focuses on shooting while moving. 

Only one shooter firing at a time. 

 

Preparation 

 One B27 target at backstop 
 Two magazines with 8 rounds each, to a total of 16 rounds.* 
 Establish a firing line 10 yards from target and approx. 10 yards wide. 

 

Drill 

 Shooter stands at one end of the firing line at a right angle to the target. 

 On the command “PROCEED” the shooter will walk at a normal pace back and forth 
along the full distance of firing line.  

 As the shooter is walking the instructor will issue the “THREAT” command, at which time 
the shooter will turn towards the target, draw, and shoot 2 rounds to the center mass. 

 After firing the shooter will look right and left, re-holster their firearm, and return to 
walking back and forth on the firing line. 

 Shooter will perform a tactical reload as required.** 

 Student will keep walking and instructor will continue to issue “THREAT” commands 
until all rounds have been expended. 

 After firing is completed, shooter clears weapon, removes magazine, locks slide open, 
and re-holsters. Return firearm to table. 

 
 
 

* If magazine capacity is less than 8 rounds adjust accordingly. 

** Shooter should not completely empty their first mag before reloading. 
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Circle Drill 
This drill focuses on cadence and speed with accuracy. A good score is 90% of the rounds (21) 
in the circle. 
 

Preparation 

 One plain target with a 12” circle drawn in the center, out to 7 yds. 
 24 rounds of ammo. 

 

 

 

 

Drill 

Drill consists of 4 rounds of shooting, with 6 shots fired in each round. No reloads during a 
round. Shooter starts from the low ready and commences firing whenever they are ready. 

1. Round 1 – 6 single shots to the target; one round per second. Focus on cadence. 
Administrative reload. 

2. Round 2 – Three double taps (controlled pairs) to the target; two seconds between each 
double tap. Focus on cadence. Administrative reload. 

3. Round 3 – Three double taps to target at maximum speed: very brief pause between 
each double tap. Focus on cadence. Administrative reload. 

4. Round 4 – Six rounds to target at maximum speed. Focus on keeping an even cadence 
(such as one shot per second).  

5. After firing is completed, shooter clears weapon, removes magazine, locks slide open, 
and re-holsters. Return firearm to table. 
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3 and 3 Drill 
This drill focuses on building front sight reliance. Shooting is done from the lane bench. 

Only one shooter firing at a time. 

 

Preparation 

 Three B27 targets: Target 1 at 5yds., Target 2 at 3yds., Target 3 and 7yds. 
 Nine rounds of ammo in First Round.  18 rnds. for 2nd round (total 27 rnds.). 
 Shooter to fire from middle lane. 
 Tactical reloads as required. 

Drill 

First Round – 9 rounds required 

 Starting from the holster draw and fire 1 shot into each target moving from left to right 
(3 targets/3 rounds). Look right/left; then… 

 Fire 1 shot into each target moving from right to left (3 targets/3 rounds). Look 
right/left; then… 

 Fire 1 shot into each target moving from left to right (3 targets/3 rounds). Look 
right/left. 

 Clear weapon, lock slide back, re-holster.  
 Return to bench and reload magazine(s) for 2nd Round. 

Second Round – 18 rounds required; perform tactical reload as required 

 Drawing from the holster fire a double tap into each target moving from left to right (3 
targets/6 rounds). Look right/left; then... 

 Fire a double tap into each target moving from right to left (3 targets/6 rounds). Look 
right/left; then… 

 Fire a double tap into each target moving from left to right (3 targets/6 rounds). Look 
right/left. 

 Clear weapon, lock slide back, re-holster.  
 Return firearm to bench. 

 


